
A LOVE FOR DETAIL

Everything from one source
Bauwerk Parquet offers many options  
for customising your living space:  
from stairs to skirting or ventilation grids.



“ Parquet is an uniquely warm and 
natural stage for every imaginable 
style, form of living or space we 
work in.”

 Reference: House Rheintal | Formpark 780 & 520, Oak

A LOVE FOR DETAIL

Would you like your stairs and floors to feature the same parquet?  
Bauwerk will be happy to assist you in customising your living space.

A love for detail sometimes means fulfilling individual needs. The area in  
front of open fireplaces is an example: rectangular stone or metal elements  
are often installed there for fire safety. Bauwerk parquet can be seamlessly  
adapted to such structures. This also applies to free-standing columns,  
pillars, door frames as well as various transitions, for example, to tiled floors.  
We will be happy to consult with you on your individual options. 

Design your own living space with Bauwerk – 
with your own imagination and ideas.



Reference: House Walenstadt | Formpark 520 & 780 Oak | Stair: Casapark Oak

Parquet stairs

TASTEFUL INTEGRATION

Stairs are more than a way of accessing upper floors: they are a design element that is rich in detail 
and has a great deal of influence on the ambiance of a living space. In addition to stair architecture 
and structure, cladding is also a decisive factor. Swiss-made stair solutions have a decisive advantage: 
parquet floor and stairs can have the same colour and surface treatment, as well as the same level of 
gloss.
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a) Classic step construction b) Classic step construction 
 with riser

c) Modern step with riser

POSSIBILITIES AND VARIATIONS

Parquet stairs

CUSTOMISED DESIGN

Reference: Urban Villa Nizhny Novgorod | Flow Edition, Ash Bianco
Laterally covered – version a) Laterally covered – version b) Laterally covered – version c)

Laterally visible – version a) Laterally visible – version b) Laterally visible – version c)

d) Steps in cantilever construction



ANTI-SLIP STRIPS
On request, Bauwerk manufactures stair treads with non-slip 
profiles. Non-slip profiles provide slip resistance and therefore 
safety, visually marking the edge of the steps at the same time. 
They can be made out of various materials and in different 
colours.

Spiral staircase Curved staircaseStraight staircase

The main purpose of stairs are to manage height differences in a comfortable and safe manner. 
This implies a large number of stair layouts that can significantly influence architectural style: from 
straight to spiral stairs, in combination with solid wood or parquet stair treads. Custom solutions, 
perfectly adapted to your wishes, are the answer.

Parquet stairs

CUSTOM DESIGN

Bauwerk offers a wide range of 
solutions for a harmonious 
overall impression – from the ground 
floor via the staircase to the upper floor.

Reference: House Gams | Studiopark, Oak



All stair solutions are made at our parquet factory in St. Margrethen, Switzerland. A new and 
unique production technology makes it possible to fold the stair nose without damaging 
the surface. This creates major advantages: consistency of the surface treatment and the same 
edge protection as for parquet.
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Competence and expertise

INNOVATIVE PRODUCTION 
TECHNOLOGY

Stair-Production in St. Margrethen



Skirting boards

PERFECT FINISHING

Add the perfect final touch to your interior design by using Bauwerk’s extensive range of skirting 
to create neat transitions to walls and cover the joints between the floor and the walls. There are 
skirting for all types of woods, in various shapes and surfaces. They protect the walls and provide a 
discreet way to lay cables and wires.

There are multiple factors involved in  
selecting skirting: colour, format,  
personal taste and building requirements 
are the most important ones.

Our online configurator offers useful 
visualisation options to help  
you in choosing the right skirting.

“  Conscious designing means working out and  
executing all of the details so carefully that they  
support the desired spatial effect.”

 Reference: House Ebnat-Kappel | Villapark Oak Avorio with Classicline skirting and parquet stairs



Transitions

SEAMLESS INCORPORATION

Very low thickness and full-surface bonding, which almost completely prevents parquet from 
shrinking or swelling, make it possible to create gorgeous interior details with 
Bauwerk parquet. With our parquet it is possible to work seamlessly on freestanding columns, 
posts and door frames. Transitions between different living areas, for example between 
parquet and carpet or tile floor, can also be made smooth and seamless. This ensures a perfect 
overall appearance, without unsightly transitions.

“ Naturally elegant transitions  
between different flooring areas  
and rooms underscore the  
overall interior architectural effect.”

 Reference: House Walenstadt | Casapark Oak



Modern requirements in design and architecture demand the perfect solution for every space 
and design situation. The classic parquet floor has also evolved: the times of ‘off-the-shelf floors’ 
are over. Be it ventilation grids, landings, walls or ceilings: with their various elegant solutions 
and well-designed accessories, Bauwerk products can be used for practically any idea.

Special parquet solutions

CREATIVE DESIGN

“  Wood is changeable and flexible, 
 which makes it the perfect 
 material to design your living 
 space consciously with your 
 individual creations.”

 Reference: Apartment, Kaliningrad | Floors: Villapark Oak Farina | Wall and ceiling: Villapark American Walnut



Ventilation grid to parquet

UNOBTRUSIVE FITTING

If requested, Bauwerk can also produce ventilation grids to suit your parquet. Your personal 
choice of format, type of wood and surface treatment can be made a reality with precision work. 
Please consult one of our laying partners or visit one of our parquet worlds. 

“    Ventilation grids fit
 seamlessly into the floor  
 surface.”

 Trendpark, Oak Tabacco, used look Villapark Oak ventilation grids in various designs
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ROSA’S
CLEANING 

TIPS

Do you have any questions about cleaning and taking care 
of your parquet floor? Rosa will be happy to share the long-
standing knowledge and experience of Bauwerk in parquet 
cleaning and care. There is an expert tip for every situation 
and for every floor – be it lacquered or not. With these, 
cleaning and taking care of your parquet will become even 
simpler, and you will enjoy your high-quality Bauwerk 
parquet floor for a long time. Check out our videos on our 
Youtube channel or on our website: bauwerk-parkett.com

All our cleaning and care products can be purchased 
in our parquet worlds, or conveniently ordered from our 
online store, shop.bauwerk-parkett.com

Cleaning and care

OUR ROSA WILL BE GLAD
TO HELP YOU OUT

Your Bauwerk floor is one of a kind, a genuine part of 
your living environment – manufactured by Bauwerk in 
accordance with top quality standards, carefully selected 
by you and professionally installed by a specialist. Since 
we consider the longevity of our floors to be a central 
quality feature, we have now created a special Bauwerk 
ID which will act both as a lasting sign of our quality 
approach and as a seal of quality that allows us to assist 
you with all floor maintenance activities. This process 
is sealed with the individually numbered Bauwerk ID. 
Once you have registered your product, you can rest 
assured that you have taken all necessary steps to ensure 
optimum care and maintenance of your floor.

Bauwerk ID and Guarantee Package

A VISIBLE SIGN FOR QUALITY



TM «Cradle to Cradle CertifiedTM is a certification 
mark licensed by the Cradle to Cradle 
Products Innovation Institute.» Cradle to 
Cradle® is a trademark of MBDC LLC

ID 0316 - 11251 - 001

1. Stairs and stairnoses 
 Flooring and stairs form a harmonious whole with Bauwerk – 
 and staircases become a creative element in how living space is arranged.

2.   Skirting 
 With our comprehensive selection of skirting in a range 

 of colours and forms, Bauwerk guarantees a perfect, tailored finish.

3.   Transitions 
 With our glued parquet one can work seamlessly on transitions, 

 e.g., to tile floor in the kitchen. This means you can do without 
 unsightly moulding strips and retain a perfect overall impression.

4.   Special solutions  
Bauwerk and our laying partners employ professionals for specialised 

 solutions, such as parquet ventilation grids, furniture and wall panelling.

5.   Cleaning 
 With our perfectly matched cleaning and care products, Bauwerk makes 

 sure that your flooring and stairs retain their beauty for years.

Everything From One Source

Style-conscious living is a mark of individuality and an expression of personal lifestyle. Flooring is a 
central, defining element that has a decisive impact on the appearance of a living space. Bauwerk 
meets these specific requirements and individual needs with its parquet floors, helping you design 
your living space.

Wood from 
controlled origin.




